Articles Worksheet Answers
Articles have been omitted from the following paragraph.
Insert the articles a, an, and the where English requires them.

An apple a day really does keep the doctor away. Our culture is used to associating
oranges with staying healthy and preventing illness. However, the orange is only one of the
natural remedies provided by Mother Nature, and it is not as powerful as some other options.
Apples and broccoli have been proven to have more of the needed nutrients and vitamins
necessary to fight illness than oranges. Yet, society has not accepted this fact. When someone
develops a cold or the flu and travels to the store to purchase medication, many of the options
are orange flavored or orange colored. Not many, if any, of the medication options will be apple
flavored or will advertise the “New broccoli flavor!” When will society accept the more
powerful fruit and vegetable over the orange? Perhaps they never will.

Articles Worksheet 2 Answers
Edit the following sentences for proper use of articles and nouns.
If a sentence is correct, write “correct” after it.

1. The book was on the top shelf of the bookcase.

2. The Kyle’s party lasted all night.

3. Driving in the city requires a certain level of patience. Correct

4. I went to the Miami for vacation last year and went to the beach.

5. Sandy sent the birthday present to the wrong address. Correct

6. Public school systems in The United States of America are funded by the
government.

7. Malinda only drinks sodas that contain lots of caffeine. Correct

8. The tortoise and the hare raced one day, and the tortoise won. Correct

9. Knowing the subject will help when taking a test.

10. I took the my car to the gas station to put the air in my tire.

Verbs Worksheet Answers
Edit the following sentences to eliminate problems with -s and -ed verb forms and with
omitted verbs. If a sentence is correct, write “correct” after it.

1. The girls have changed their decision to apply for the position.

2. Moving to another city requires determination.

3. Getting good grades in school takes time and patience.

4. Kent graduated from his high school with honors.

5. We traveled through the streets yesterday; my sister travels with me frequently.

6. Xylophones sometimes sound like steel drums when they are played. Correct

7. Ghosts appeared to many townspeople during the 1900s.

8. Sometimes Teri shows her coin collection at the fair.

9. Books provide education and entertainment for readers.

10. Yellow daisies are Darla’s favorite. Correct

Verbs Worksheet 2 Answers
Revise the following sentences to correct errors in verb forms and verb tenses.

1. Texting while driving is against the law in some states. Correct

2. Chris had created countless documents that saved time and money.

3. We did saw the TV show, but on another channel.

4. Everyone enjoys a day off every once in a while. Correct

5. Umbrellas come in a variety of colors and shapes. Correct

6.

Highway signs inform drivers of restaurants and gas stations.

7. Bob has eaten at his aunt’s house since he was 8 years old.

8. A computer processes information much faster than a human.

9. Gary knew how to bake brownies without burning them. Correct

10. The celebration was a big success! Correct

Prepositions Showing Time and Place Worksheet Answers
In the following sentences, replace prepositions that are not used correctly.
If a sentence is correct, write “correct” after it..

1. The plane is scheduled to land at 3 in the afternoon.

2. The encyclopedia on the shelf belongs to my uncle.

3. She placed the fruit on the dining room table.

4. Anthony ran on the street at night.

5. Vicky put the toy in her pocket.

6.

We sat on the chairs in the guest room. Correct

7. On the corner of Main Street and Madison Avenue, we saw a bear.

8. The ice cream cone fell on the floor.

9. Football quarterbacks focus on their wide receivers.

10. Halloween is always on October 31. Correct

